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ABOUT US

The “Bezpeka & Zakhyst” Security Group has been 

carrying out professional services for over 10 years and 

has an impeccable reputation as a reliable partner. We are 

ready for the most demanding work and provide a full range 

of security services licensed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

of Ukraine and relevant for any property. All employees of our 

company certified experts that have passed thorough physical 

and health testing, hard- and soft skills development, and 

advanced training in property protection.

“Bezpeka & Zakhyst” is competence, responsibility and 

reliability. We protect shopping malls, shopping centers, business 

centers, residential complexes, industrial property, construction sites, 

and catering establishments. Also, we provide an executive protection 

and cargo escort.

                            
WHY US

     The “Bezpeka & Zakhyst” Security Group is a team of true 

experts having service in the army and law enforcement agencies, 

certified at recurrent trainings, being aware of and fulfilling the 

imposed mission while having the most innovative equipment and 

being always ready to perform protection and safety tasks for our 

clients. Due to our vehicle fleet our agents always provide an 

instant response to incoming calls.

The administrative and managerial staff consists of officers 

of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs, and the Security Service of Ukraine with extensive 

experience.

Our long-term experience in protection service 

makes us a top-security provider for any type of property and any specific request of a 

client.
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OUR SERVICES

We combine human expertise and innovative protection 

technology for the most- and cost-effective solution. We 

offer our clients a variety of security services:

1. Property monitoring and inspection.

2. Protection of community and industrial estate

3. Stationary security posts and patrolling

4. Armoured vehicles for rent (with a driver) for transportation 

of exclusive items or goods of solid value. 

5. Executive protection for the principal (including children)

6. Planning and implementation of security measures for 

residential complexes and suburban community estate.

7. Protection of private houses.

8. Anti-seizure assistance in case of illegal takeovers

Be sure that your most valuable is secured and safe while entrusting your protection 

to the “Bezpeka & Zakhyst”  Security Group. We guarantee confidential service, an 

individual approach and effective solutions to security issues for each client.
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WE PROTECT

We protect the most 
valuable to you:your family 

and your business.

WE FORECAST

We use solutions that 
help prevent potential 

threats

WE GUARD

We provide highly professional 
services for the protection 

of facilities.
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PROTECTION OF SUBURBAN 
COMMUNITY ESTATE

SPECIFICS OF SUBURBAN COMMUNITY 
ESTATE PROTECTION

Nowadays, many people, owning a real estate at a 

suburb, would like to feel safe while staying there and to be 

sure their property is out of threat, such as burglary, fire, acts 

of vandalism, while they are out. 

In this case, the experts of the “BEZPEKA & ZAKHYST” 

Security Group provide qualified consulting on the location of 

infrastructure facilities, stationary and controlled CCTV cameras 

and “alarm” buttons on the streets for emergency patrol calls. 

Well-established security system provides ground for proper overall 

safety and security of the community’s property in the future. The 

community managing company will get the option to develop it better, 

if needed, with no extra costs. 

    SUBURBAN COMMUNITY ESTATE PROTECTION MANAGEMENT

The “BEZPEKA & ZAKHYST” Security Group implements two strategies to ensure 

solid protection of the suburban community estate:

1. Providing overall protection of territory of the community. As a mean, we organize 

security supervision checkpoints. The residents and vehicles have access only via the 

access control.

2. Providing individual estate protection. Each location point 

undergo inspection detecting its safety gaps accessible for 

intruders, as well as so-called “blind spots”, the places with 

impede surveillance. Upon that, we install a video surveillance 

system facilitating clear view surveillance of a property.

We insist on the residents of the suburban community to 

fence the area around and install relevant surveillance and 

lighting system in order to enhance the protection against 

intruders. In case if there are more than one entrance to the 

community area, we would insist on more than one 

checkpoint to set out.
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PROTECTION OF SUBURBAN 
COMMUNITY ESTATE

 

WHAT DO WE OFFER?

The “BEZPEKA & ZAKHYST” Security Group offers 

the following range of services for suburban community 

estate protection:

1. Vehicle entry and exit control at the checkpoint using 

automatic identification of vehicle registration plate.  

2. Prompt response of patrol team for emergency calls

3. Patrol of the territory.

4. Supervision of the territory over video surveillance systems 

24/7.

5. Access control.

6. 24/7 response to signals of street alarm buttons, fire and alarm 

signals 

7. Guaranteed public order.

8. Control panel security alarm maintaining.

Only comprehensive approach combining professional security service, credible 

management and technologies will enable safety and security for your family, you 

personally and all the property you possess.

TEACHING

Our employees
systematically pass

raising courses

EQUIPMENT

Our guards
provided with advanced

equipment for quality
work

EXPERIENCE

allows you to reliably protect

complexity

SPEED

Prompt response
and a quick solution
emerged freelance

situations
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OUR CLIENTS
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